Antiferromagnets with zero net magnetic moment, strong anti-interference and ultrafast switching speed have potential competitiveness in high-density information storage. Body centered tetragonal antiferromagnet Mn 2 Au with opposite spin sub-lattices is a unique metallic material for Néel-order spin-orbit torque (SOT) switching. Here we investigate the SOT switching in quasi-epitaxial (103), (101) and (204) Mn 2 Au films prepared by a simple magnetron sputtering method. We demonstrate current induced antiferromagnetic moment switching in all the prepared Mn 2 Au films by a short current pulse at room temperature, whereas different orientated films exhibit distinguished switching characters. A directionindependent reversible switching is attained in Mn 2 Au (103) films due to negligible magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy, while for Mn 2 Au (101) and (204) films, the switching is invertible with the current applied along the in-plane easy axis and its vertical axis, but becomes attenuated seriously during initially switching circles when the current is applied along hard axis, because of the existence of magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy. Besides the fundamental significance, the strong orientation dependent SOT switching, which was not realized irrespective of ferromagnet and antiferromagnet, provides versatility for spintronics. *
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I. INTRODUCTION
Alternate arrangement of magnetic moments on adjacent atoms makes antiferromagnets (AFM) show zero net magnetization without stray field and resultant immunity to external perturbations [1] . After more than half century of passive role of AFM for the exchange bias effect at the interface coupled to ferromagnets (FM) [2] , antiferromagnet spintronics have emerged as a fascinating research area and stimulated intense interest due to their potential for ultrafast and ultrahigh-density spintronics [1, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Much beyond the static behavior of AFM as supporting layer in spin valves and magnetic tunnel junctions [8] , different methods have been demonstrated to manipulate the AFM spins in the AFM-based memory resistors [9] and tunneling anisotropic magnetoresistance [6, 10] , taking advantage of FM switching [11] , field cooling [12] , strain [13] , electric field [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , and electric current which is realized recently [5, 19, 20] .
Controlling magnetism by current, namely spin-transfer torque (STT) [21] and spin-orbit torque (SOT) [22] [23] [24] , manifests great superiority for low-power spintronics, and favorable progress has been made in ferromagnetic (FM) systems and relevant magnetic random access memory (MRAM). The SOT has recently been used for the switching of both synthetic antiferromagnets [25, 26] and antiferromagnetic CuMnAs [5, 20] mainly attributed to the role of field-like torque dM A,B /dt ~ M A,B × p A,B , where the effective field proportional to p A = -p B acting on the spin-sublattice magnetizations M A,B [4, 5] . The SOT in collinear antiferromagnets have been studied in bulk Mn 2 Au tight-binding models. The Mn 2 Au crystal two sublattices connected by inversion and microscopic calculations based on the Kubo formula show that the Néel SOT in Mn 2 Au is predominantly of field-like character [4, 24, 27] . And current-driven SOT was also theoretically predicted in the easy-prepared metallic antiferromagnet Mn 2 Au with similar opposite spin sub-lattices with CuMnAs [1, 4, 24, 27] , which shows high Néel temperature above 1000 K [27] , higher conductivity, and resultant lower energy dissipation for application, compared to the arsenic-based AFM, demonstrating pressing demand and 3 great significance for the study of SOT in Mn 2 Au.
The orientation dependent spin-orbit interaction and corresponding SOT have been commonly ignored mainly because the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy of the ferromagnetic stacks is persistently limited by a certain preferred orientation, such as (111)-oriented Pt/Co and (100)-oriented Ta/CoFeB. Recently, facet-dependent spin Hall angle was observed in triangular antiferromagnet IrMn 3 , which provides efficient charge-to-spin current conversion and concomitant spin current propagating from the antiferromagnetic into an adjacent ferromagnetic material [28] . Considering that the field-like torque in AFM with opposite spin sub-lattices is not restricted by a certain crystalline orientation, the orientation dependent magnetic switching is expected in this scenario, which has not been realized both in ferromagnets and antiferromagnets, providing a versatile candidate for spintronics.
Compared to polycrystalline Mn 2 Au films grown by molecular beam epitaxy [29, 30] and partially (001)-oriented Mn 2 Au films deposited by sputtering [31] , experiments below attain quasi-epitaxial (103), (101) and (204) Mn 2 Au films, and demonstrate the orientation dependent Néel-order spin-orbit torque switching in single layer Mn 2 Au films with different switching features for different orientations.
II. METHODS
40 nm-thick (103)-, (101)-, (204)-oriented Mn 2 Au films, were grown on single crystal MgO (111), SrTiO 3 (100) and MgO (110) substrates, respectively, by magnetron sputtering at 300 ºC. The base pressure is 2 × 10 -5 Pa, and the growth rate is 0.12 nm/s using a Mn 2 Au alloy target (atomic ratio: 2:1). High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)
were carried out in JEM 2100. Magnetic properties were measured by a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry. XAS/XMLD measurements in total electron yield mode were carried out at the Beamline BL08U1A in Shanghai Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (at 300 K). The XAS spectra normalization was made by dividing the 4 spectra by a factor such that the L 3 pre-edge and L 2 post-edge have identical intensities for the two polarizations. After that, the pre-edge spectral region was set to zero and the peak at the L 3 edge was set to one. Mn L-edge XMLD curves are characterized by the difference between linearly horizontal (//) and vertical (⊥) polarized x-ray absorption spectroscopy. The XMLD was measured at different in-plane rotation angles (θ), where θ is the angle between a crystalline axis of Mn 2 Au and horizontal polarization direction. Star devices for the SOT switching were fabricated using standard photolithography and argon ion milling procedures.
The writing current pulses of ~10 7 A cm -2 were generated by a Keysight B2961A source meter. After each writing pulse, a delay of 10 s was used for thermal relaxation, and then a measurement of the transversal voltage across the central part of the patterned structure was recorded when applying reading current with a density of ~10 5 A cm -2 generated by Agilent B2901A source meter.
The magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) for different orientated Mn 2 Au was calculated by using standard Force Theory (FT). The lattice constants of Mn 2 Au on different substrates used in the calculations were obtained by XRD experiments. The atomic position were fully relaxed. First a self-consistence of electron charge density (electronic potential) was performed in the absence of spin-orbit coupling, followed by a one-step calculation with the presence of spin-orbit coupling when the magnetization was aligned along different axes. The band energy difference was evaluated as the MAE.
III. RESULTS
We first show the microstructure characterizations of 40 nm-thick Mn 2 Au films in Fig. 1 with different epitaxial orientation grown by magnetron sputtering. X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra show the (103), (101) The abrupt change of Hall resistance with the first current pulse, followed by gradually enhanced Hall resistance in the following four current pulses, reflects the multi-domain 7 switching feature of the present Néel-order SOT, which is quite characteristic for SOT in both ferromagnetic system [34] and AFM CuMnAs [5] . A temperature calibration was used to monitor the stability of the test temperature at 300 K, excluding the variation of resistance caused by temperature. It is worth to mention that the Hall resistance is independent of the direction of writing current, coinciding with the theory of current-driven switching of AFM [4] . Interestingly, the present switching is completed by a short current pulse of 1 ms, compared to the 50 ms pulse used in CuMnAs system [5] , which reflects strong switching capability of metallic AFM system.
We then investigate the writing current density and current duration time dependent . We then explore the SOT effect when both of the writing current and reading current directions are rotated 45° from their original counterparts. In this case, the direction of the writing current here is along the direction of reading current in Fig. 3(a) . It is interesting to find in Fig.   3 (f) that R Hall also apparently increase and decrease without clear deterioration, especially the recycling behavior for this switching is reliable. Also, the magnitude of R Hall for the SOT switching is comparable to its counterpart in Fig. 3(c) . The SOT switching experiments have revealed that the AFM spins tend to arrange randomly and are comparable in each direction of (103) orientation Mn 2 Au. We now address the question whether an analogous spin structure can also be detected by x-ray magnetic linear dichroism (XMLD), which stands out as a unique method to identify the spin orientations in AFM despite the absence of net moment [35, 36] . For θ = 0°, the horizontal and the vertical polarized x-ray is set to [ 1 13 ] (θ = 90°), the Néel vector orientation is difficult to be arranged in these energy disfavored directions. Even a part of spin texture is reluctant to be switched to these two directions by SOT, whereas the switching is hard to maintain, because the AFM spins are pinned gradually by the easy axis [010] at θ = 45°.
We then show the SOT switching and spin texture measurements of Mn 2 Au (204) films in strong AFM anisotropy is in a good agreement with the efficient switching between these two directions, followed by the comparatively easy SOT switching and speedy saturation of R Hall in Fig. 6(a) . In contrast, the SOT switching in non-easy axis becomes more difficult with fast attenuated variation of R Hall in Fig. 6(b) .
In addition, the Joule heat produced by a pulse current electric current is simulated using finite element modelling by COMSOL software. The instantaneous maximum temperature of Mn 2 Au device can increase from 300 K to 424 K after a pulse of 2 × 10 7 A cm −2 amplitude and 1 ms length, which is far below the Néel temperature of Mn 2 Au (>1000 K). Nevertheless, heat assisted switching could play a role on reducing the current density, from theoretical ∼10 8 -10 9 A cm -2 [4] to ∼10 7 A cm -2 . The electric current induced Oster field distribution is also simulated using finite element modelling by COMSOL software. The maximum Oster field is only ~100 Oe. Such a disturbance of the magnetic field can be ignored for antiferromagnetic Mn 2 Au (see Figs. S8 and S9 of Ref. [32] for the Joule heat and Oster field simulation).
IV. DISCUSSION
In order to understand the switching behaviour in different orientated Mn 2 Au, the magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) of different orientated Mn 2 Au is calculated by using standard Force Theory (FT). According to the symmetry of bulk Mn 2 Au, the MAE can be expressed by [7] , parameterize the uniaxial MAE constant, the fourth-order out-of-plane and in-plane MAE constants, respectively. Based on Eq. (1), the specific axes for the MAE are listed as follows:
, and Table S1 of Ref. [32] for the MAE constants), giving rise to the angular dependence of MAE in Fig. 7(a) . (101) and (204) planes, respectively.
V. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated the spin-orbit torque in body centered tetragonal antiferromagnet 
